
RA Masters Commission – Minutes
Monday 11th August 2014, 6.00pm AEST

Attendees: John Whiting, Mark Mussared, Fenton Jones, Nikki McAllen, Alan Nicoll, Susan
Linacre, John Allen, Phil Titterton, Cameron Allen
Apologies: N/A

1. John Whiting welcomed all to the meeting, particularly new member Phil Titterton, replacing
Charles Lloyd-Jones as NSW member and representative of the next AMRC Organising
Committee.

2. 2015 AMRC Update
a. Phil confirmed that a summary of required positions has been drawn up, and names

have been started to be placed next to positions
b. Phil noted that a proposal to use the RNSW standard Championship progression

system, a combination of 9 and 8 lanes, has been put to Rowing Australia for approval.
Cameron noted that this would help alleviate potential issues discussed at the July
meeting of seeding heats of single sculls as there is no progression of less than three
crews.  There was general approval of the proposal.

c. Phil noted that the OC was supportive of the ‘club eights’ event proposal and
mentioned that it supported what was being done a state level to encourage single club
crews where possible.

3. Interstate Masters Events Age Categories
a. Following feedback from State Associations, it was clear that the preference was for all

D crews in Interstate Masters events with no exceptions, and this was agreed to.  This
will be implemented for 2015.

4. AMRC Order of Events
a. All agreed to a deadline of publishing a draft Indicative Race Schedule/Order of Events

by November at the latest, preferably prior to the WRMR.

5. ‘Murray River Cods’ Commemoration
a. John noted that the Masters Commission had been approached asking for assistance

in commemorating the Murray River Cods (Australian men’s eight from Murray Bridge
who competed in the 1924 Olympics) in 2015.  Mark to approach Murray Bridge RC to
see what they have specifically in mind before any potential action takes place.
Discussion was held over some form of commemorative ‘row-past’ for the crew at the
2015 National Championships.



6. AMRC Cost Drivers
a. Cameron noted that average budgets for the last few AMRC’s had been compiled, and

work was being done on an appropriate format for presentation.

7. General Business
a. Mark enquired to the progress of the WRMR planning.  John and Cameron commented

that it was just working towards finalising entries at this point in time, with less than a
week until entries close.  John noted that there were strong international entries at this
point in time.

8. Next meeting – 15th September 2014, 6.00pm AEST

9. Close of meeting – 6.31pm


